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A climate strategy 
 developed with myclimate 
lets you identify risks and 
 opportunities for your 
 business model, consoli-
date them into  climate 
 targets, and  develop meas-
ures for avoiding and 
reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Define your climate 
strategy with us today.

Consulting 
and Solutions



1. Status analysis

4. Progress monitoring

2. Climate vision

3. Rollout

The circular approach of the myclimate 
climate strategy combines individually 
tailored processes with optimisation.

Recording of your carbon 
footprint, existing plans, 
challenges, conflicting goals 
and expectations.

Setting of climate target  
and action areas.

Implementation of reduction 
measures, stakeholder 
management and manage-
ment control.

Monitoring of KPIs, 
reporting and carbon 
 management.

Four Steps to your Climate Strategy

This approach lets you:

– meet the latest regulatory 
requirements (e.g. CSRD 
reporting obligations).

– facilitate long-term company 
planning. 

– optimise company processes, 
production and resources. 

– use internationally recognised, 
scientifically sound target- 
setting guidelines, such as the 
Science Based Targets initiative 
(SBTi), to help drive the 
 decarbonisation of the global 
economy.

– make the most of your potential 
competitive advantage.



Contact
Tel. +41 44 500 43 50
info@myclimate.org
www.myclimate.org

Foundation myclimate
Pfingstweidstrasse 10
8005 Zurich, Switzerland

Climate Strategy made easy: 
Start with our Initial Workshop 

A climate strategy that incorporates 
your wishes, external requirements 
and all framework conditions can soon 
become confusing. Our initial work-
shop will provide you with the insight 
you need to get started on your 
strategy.

A climate 
 strategy is based 
on the willing-
ness to take 
 responsibility,  
as a  business, 
for the problem 
of  anthropogenic 
climate change.

Arrange an 
appointment now

to get an overview and 
get started on a 

 customised climate 
strategy for your 

 company!

Aims of the workshop: 

– mapping the background 
situation

– collecting the wishes and 
expectations you have of the 
climate strategy

– incorporating regulatory 
 framework conditions 

– discussing the modular 
 structure of the myclimate 
climate strategy

– developing a customised 
roadmap of your climate 
 strategy

– presenting sample budgets and 
resources for your long-term 
planning security


